Experienced. Effective. Trusted.

About Omni-ID

Increased process complexity calls for smart, simple IoT-based solutions. As the global leader in manufacturing and supplying passive, active and e-paper RFID solutions, Omni-ID delivers the hardware, software and know-how to get you started — and always keep you one step ahead.

Omni-ID is driving the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) revolution in IT, manufacturing and industry. We establish reliable, connected environments where end-to-end asset management, in-process visibility and real-time control — right down to the individual asset level — is now a cost-effective reality.

Omni-ID is the #1 provider of RFID tags & solutions, trusted by organizations around the globe for their durability, reliability and effectiveness.

Recent Awards

Asset Management Solutions for Government, Defense and Military Applications

Contact Us

sales@omni-id.com  |  585.713.1000  |  www.omni-id.com

For more case studies, video and press releases about government and DoD organizations who utilize Omni-ID’s products — please visit our website at www.omni-id.com

Omni-ID office locations:  US | UK | Germany | China | India
Asset Management Solutions for Government, Defense and Military

From the base to the field it is critically important for government entities to be able to accurately locate, count and track their assets. Omni-ID has developed and implemented the most versatile and reliable asset management solutions for tracking asset lifecycle and providing global visibility for mobile assets, guns, fleet vehicles, rolling stock and other high value assets.

Omni-ID’s comprehensive Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) solution has been successfully implemented by defense department logistics command and distribution centers to provide operational efficiencies across the supply chain. Utilizing technologically advanced passive and active RFID tags, we enable you to effectively track assets as they arrive, locate them in inventory, proactively manage maintenance and ensure accuracy of kits and equipment upon deployment.

We have deployed millions of tags for the USMC to track mobile assets including rolling stock, weapons, containers and IT assets.

With the broadest product portfolio in the industry, we are able to provide a customized solution for assets whether contained in a data center or spread across a large yard. From office equipment to guns to vehicles, we have the tag to fit your asset requirements. If we don’t — we can build it! Since we own our manufacturing facility, we have the capability to design and build customized tags — something we have done for numerous military applications.

Customized Products for Specialty Solutions

From NASA to the USMC, Omni-ID’s products have been used in a multitude of government and DoD applications to track high value assets — in some highly challenging environments! Our tags have been called ‘Marine-proof’ and are durability tested to withstand some of the harshest environments on earth. From chemical exposure, to high impact, to explosive environments, our products have been used for years in a number of agencies for yard management, staging, and deployment along with specialized solutions for high value assets returning from the war.

Omni-ID’s Auto-ID Solutions:

✓ Increase inventory accuracy
✓ Reduce manual labor tracking or locating assets in the field or in storage
✓ Ensure accurate equipment is deployed
✓ Show full asset lifecycle visibility

We have a number of TAA compliant products to suit a variety of applications. Don’t see what you’re looking for? We specialize in customizing products for difficult environments — we can help!

These tags are Marine-proof!

Omni-ID’s 100% testing process ensures every tag works right out of the box — that means 100% reliability on Marine Corps and Navy pre-positioned assets.

– Lyle G. Layher, US Marine Corps, Blount Island Command
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